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6/21/2016

Local Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Birm ingham Dis t ric t
P er sonal Detai l s:
N am e:

Peter Garbett

E-m ail:
P ostcode:
Organ isation N am e:

Comment tex t:
Moseley is still an odd shape with respect to the main road and being mainly to the east excludes moseley
park which is confusing.

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/8330
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5/19/2016

Local Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Birm ingham Dis t ric t
P er sonal Detai l s:
N am e:

judith gardiner

E-m ail:
P ostcode:
Organ isation N am e:

Comment tex t:
.. HOW LONG DID IT TAKE SOME IDIOT TO THINK OF THE WORD WARD . YARDLEY IS AN OLD PART
OF BIRMINGHAM, I LIKE LIVING IN YARDLEY, IT WILL LOSE ITS INDIVIDUALITY IF ITS CLUMPED IN
WITH OTHER AREAS...HAVNT YOU WHITE COLLAR WORKERS GOT ANYTHING ELSE TO DO, LIKE REAL
WORK. ITS AS IF YOU ARE SITTING IN A WELL PADDED CHAIR WITH NOTHING TO DO (AND
GETTING PAID FOR IT) AND DECIDE WHAT CAN WE DO NEXT.....I DO NOT WANT IT CHANGED . WHY
ON EARTH DO YOU WANT TO DO THIS... LEAVE YARDLEY ALONE!

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7988
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6/21/2016

Local Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Birm ingham Dis t ric t
P er sonal Detai l s:
N am e:

gavin gavin

E-m ail:
P ostcode:
Organ isation N am e:

Comment tex t:
Ninfield road should be kept in Acocks Green. If I wanted to live in Tyseley or Hallmills I would have bloody
bought my house there! Value of my home will drop in living in that crap hole area and insurance prices
will go up! What's the point in bloody working hard and tryibg to make something for yourself if your just
going to be dropped in the crapper like a ton of bricks. Can just about afford car insurance as it is, let alone
under being u der those areas!

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/8425
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5/19/2016

Local Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Birm ingham Dis t ric t
P er sonal Detai l s:
N am e:

Chris Gee

E-m ail:
P ostcode:
Organ isation N am e:

Comment tex t:
Local Areas are important to the people who live in them. Changes these for Political reasons I don't
think is very good as it is unto individual potations to appeal to voters with good policies and not
playing power games. The problem with the Electoral system is not necessarily boundary related but
confidence in Politicians to deliver and communicate. Politicians expect voters to go to them these
days or push leaflets through doors. If politicians want to be elected they should go out to the voters
and knock on doors. If voters write to politicians they should always receive answers I have had
experiences were politicians have not responded to my e mails. The system will only get the
representation when ALL people register to vote and politicians work in the true interest of the
communities.

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/8049
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From: Veerendhar Ghasi
Sent: 17 June 2016 10:31
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Have your say

I am writing this to inform you that I moved to my present address:

in August 1991.
I purchased this property on the basis that it was within the boundary of the Harborne Area.
I wish this to be the case going forward and wish my property to be in the Harborne ward.
Yours Sincerely
Veerendhar Ghasi
17/06/2016
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5/19/2016

Local Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Birm ingham Dis t ric t
P er sonal Detai l s:
N am e:

Matthew Gibson

E-m ail:
P ostcode:
Organ isation N am e:
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Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database rights 2013.

M ap F eatur es:

Annotation 1:

Our Community

Comment tex t:
The current proposals split our community. The streets are broken into two wards. Neighbours with the same issues, concerned about the
same things, and working together to maintain and improve the area will then have to do so under different councillors and different wards
in different communities. I live in Moorland Court and we frequently meet up with and work with those in Holly Mount and Westfield
which, under these proposals, will be in different communities. Equally, community meetings are held in the church hall and people from
the houses and flats in Edgbaston Ward would naturally come to these meetings which will now be in North Edgbaston. The councillors and
local parties will be split and this will reduce our ability to work together. Why would those at the top of St Ausgutines road come to a
meeting about a ward they don't live in? Why would a councillor for North Edgbaston listen to the views of those in Holly Mount? Even
though they are concerned with the same issues as we all live in the same area. This will be very unhelpful to us working together to
continue to improve this area. It should be kept as one - either the line should go straight down Hagley Road or down Portland Road and
then back down Gillott Road. This area needs to be kept as one - it is the reason is has been working so well over the last few decades
and has massively improved. Splitting it will be very damaging over the long run.

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/8030
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From: MOHSEN GILANI
Sent: 05 June 2016 15:31
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: OBJECTION TO THE ELECTION BOUNDERIES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Dear Sir or Madam,
I'm writing my complaint and objection to the election boundaries, as I have been living here with my
family at
for a long time.
When I bought my house I paid the price for the post code, which was B17 and I am still paying the council
tax for my postcode. I would like to object to the election which runs by some arrogant
parties that don't make any sense in the respect that we still pay the price for our postcode and Harborne
area.
You can not just to take our postcode and put our houses in Quinton Ward as our houses does not blend
with Quinton area and you financially just playing with people lives. I did buy my house as a professional, if
I want to buy a house in a cheap area I would not pay a penny for my post code and my area which I am
living in.
I look forward to hearing your rational respond to my objection.
Yours Faithfully,
Dr Gilani
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-----Original Message----From: Terry Goodwin
Sent: 05 June 2016 11:58
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Harborne ward in Birmingham
Dear Sir/Madam,
I have seen the first draft for proposals over boundary review in Birmingham. I live on Grosvenor Rd, Harborne,
B17 and agree with the changes which propose moving our street from Quinton to Harborne ward.
The area has always traditionally been part of Harborne, and I agree with the proposals in place.
Many thanks,
Terry Goodwin
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Cooper, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mayers, Mishka
11 May 2016 09:32
Cooper, Mark
FW: Electoral Review of Birmingham: Further Draft Recommendations

From: GORARD S.A.C.
Sent: 10 May 2016 18:57
To: Mayers, Mishka <mishka.mayers@LGBCE.ORG.UK>
Subject: RE: Electoral Review of Birmingham: Further Draft Recommendations
This makes much more sense
Best wishes,
Stephen
Professor Stephen Gorard FAcSS FRSA
School of Education
Durham University

Free access to 40+ of my papers on six themes from widening participation to pupil voice
https://www.dur.ac.uk/resources/education/AVIRTUALFREETOACCESSWORKBYSTEPHENGORARD
.pdf
From: Mayers, Mishka [mishka.mayers@LGBCE.ORG.UK]
Sent: 10 May 2016 16:50
To: GORARD S.A.C.
Subject: Electoral Review of Birmingham: Further Draft Recommendations

Dear Mr Gorard,
ELECTORAL REVIEW OF BIRMINGHAM: FURTHER DRAFT RECOMMENDATIONS
The Local Government Boundary Commission for England has published further draft
recommendations on the future electoral arrangements for Birmingham City Council. Today is the
start of a 6 week public consultation on the Commission's further draft recommendations on new
electoral division boundaries across Birmingham City Council. The consultation closes on 20 June
2016.
View the new draft recommendations
You can view the Commission's new draft recommendations at
https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/5688 where you can find interactive maps, a report and
guidance on how to have your say. The Commission has not finalised its conclusions and now
invites representations on the further draft recommendations.
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-----Original Message----From: Alison Gove-Humphries
Sent: 19 June 2016 18:03
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Re Birmingham consultation - Hall Green
Here is my submission:
I am pleased that one of the wards is a two member ward now rather than two wards each with one member.
I am glad too of the name changes of the wards to Hall Green. However I do not like Hall Green North and Hall
Green South. I would prefer to follow the Sutton Coldfield model and call it Hall Green: Sarehole and Hall Green:
Robin Hood.
I still wish to make it known that I see no reason why the boundaries should be changed. The system of
representation works very well as it is. As someone else has said 'If it isn't broke don't fix it.'
Alison Gove-Humphries
Sent from my iPhone
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From: Steve Gove‐Humphries
Sent: 20 June 2016 19:47
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: : Boundary Commission suggestions around Balsall Heath

to whom it may concern.
I attach a copy of the submission that you will have received. I often work with people in Balsall Heath in
my capacity as Chair of WeAreB28 a community organisation in Hall Green Ward.
The logic of the argument seems to me faultless. Keep what you have if it ain't broke I would say.
Balsall Heath is a great community. The people know who are they are. It works. A great heritage & superb
people's . Trust them.
Best wishes,
Steve Gove-Humphries

Please redact my personal details
Dear Sir/Madam
I am writing in my capacity as Chair of Balsall Heath Is our Planet, a charity founded 2009 to work with
everyone who lives or works in Balsall Heath in bringing about environmental improvements to the
neighbourhood.
Unfortunately we cannot accept that the Boundary Commission's recommendation of May 2016 to divide
our neighbourhood in two up Moseley Road A435, and put Balsall Heath Park into Moseley ward, would
reflect natural community boundaries, or facilitate public administration.
BHIOP's steering committee has representatives from St Paul's Community Development Trust and Balsall
Heath Forum who have been the primary actors in the regeneration of Balsall Heath, but who are located
west of Moseley Road, in what you propose as a new Sparkbrook Ward. The Sparkbrook Ward that you
have proposed is too large, in our view, and would take in parts of other neighbourhoods, including a great
piece of Balsall Heath, creating unnecessary difficulties and divisions in future.
Co-operation between the organisations that make up our neighbourhood, across ethnic and religious lines,
has been built up with a huge amount of work and commitment, culminating in the ground-breaking Balsall
Heath Neighbourhood Plan. Having the entire neighbourhood within a single ward has been very helpful in
161

building relationships with councillors who have responsibility for the whole of Balsall Heath.
Our steering group is therefore unanimously of the view that the small Balsall Heath Ward of 8,000 electors
confined to the east of Moseley Road, as proposed in your draft recommendations should be expanded to
embrace the whole neighbourhood, as it has always been defined.
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From: Steve Gove‐Humphries
Sent: 20 June 2016 15:28
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Further submission ‐ ending 20.6.2016 on Hall Green Ward

To Whom it may Concern
Thank you for writing to me about this matter. I am pleased to see that more time has been given to consider
the overall views of citizens in Birmingham.
I should say that I still contend that multi ( 3 member ) Wards are best for Birmingham & have worked well.
Here in Hall Green we have an ability to contact a range of Cllrs to bring up matters & this allows for the
variety of opinion to be maintained but also Cllrs go go on holiday, keep a decent work-life balance & in the
event of illness to have a colleague support local residents.
I note the most recent proposals for the ( so called Hall Green North Ward ). The boundary for the ward
now moves dramatically down the Stratford Road & encompasses a wholly different set of homes &
residents.
You will be familiar with the growth of Hall Green. In effect it is 1920/30s suburban Ward. The area came
into the City of Birmingham as a result of the City building the bridge over the River Cole in 1911. My own
home was built in 1915. Many of the homes proposed to be in the Ward are older than mine & had & have a
distinct character. They are essentially the old type of terrace property which is limited within Hall Green
Ward as it is now promulgated .
However I have no real issue with the proposed 2 member Ward ( which clearly given my previous
submission is preferable to a single-member ward ) for the area I live in now that the main places within
Hall Green are retained in a Ward to be named Hall Green.
But I do have a serious objection to the name of Hall Green North. And also Hall Green South but will
address that naming later.
As to Hall Green North. It is confusing to people. We are presently a Ward that is on the South of the city.
On the edge so to speak & very much not the North. The city is geographically divided by People saying
they live in the North or the South ( using the city centre shops as the Middle ). That is in common parlance.
People do not ( generally ) talk of the North , the South or the East or the West of the city. They prefer their
identity to be by name.
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In fact on the proposals for names I see that but for the suggestion of Yardley East Ward & Yardley South
Ward / & the utterly confusing West Heath North ( really ? ) & West East North (again not serious surely ? )
there are no other names of a similar type.
We have no Sutton East/ North / West / South but we do have the individually charming names of Sutton
Vesey ( named for a local family ) , the Sutton Wylde Green ( after the old established area ) , Sutton Mere
Green & Four Oaks all having local established uses of names well known & well loved.
So let us most definitely not have Hall Green North / South.
Hall Green is well know for 2 specifics things ; JRR Tolkien & Sarehole Mill.
Your Chairman indicated on the radio & TV that he welcomed names coming from communities. Well I
suggest for Hall Green North we call the area Hall Green Tolkien. He is a man with considerable links to the
area. He lived in the vicinity. The area of the Mill is visited by fans of the books from all over the world. It
is has a great past & gives distinction to the area. The River Cole which is the source of the water for the
Mill ( one of the last working mills within the West Midlands ) bounds one whole side of the proposed
Ward.
Tolkien drew inspiration from the local area. He walked & played in the area. His books are
internationally known. He is one of the best selling authors ever in English. Even after 40 years after his
death his name has resonance amongst Birmingham citizens & local residents. Poll after poll in England
names him in the top 3 of well-loved authors.
21st September 2017 will be the 80th anniversary of the publication of the Hobbitt. It is surely fitting that
that in that 80th year of publication at the May 2018 elections a returning officer will be announcing the
results for Hall Green Tolkien! Or even Hall Green Sarehole.
So I suggest that name & hope that you seriously consider it. Names , identity & place all played a big part
in the campaign to retain the 'heart ' of Hall Green. With some provisos that I can ( personally live with )
you have shown considerable magnanimity in this process. It is now for you adopt a suggestion that I
believe meets those criteria of being related to place & having a historical link.
As to Hall Green South I suggest that also is renamed . I suggest that it is called Hall Green Robin Hood.
This is a well know area & again has historical links to the old maps of Hall Green before it became
suburbanised. This name will give the Ward distinction & is something that differentiates the Ward & it's
residents.
I hope that these suggestions are considered & I can say that as a community activist I know that many
people would support this name & proposal rather than the prosaic North & South which will lead to
confusion & a loss of community identity.
But above the retention of Hall Green is at the heart of this process.
I await your deliberations on the topic.
Once again I would hope that my details are redacted from any open report published by the Boundary
Commission.
Yours faithfully,
Steve Gove-Humphries
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On Friday, April 8, 2016, Pascoe, Mark <mark.pascoe@lgbce.org.uk> wrote:
Dear Ms Gove-Humphries,

The submissions received during the recent consultation are now available to view online at the following
location:

http://www.lgbce.org.uk/current-reviews/west-midlands/west-midlands/birmingham

Kind regards,

Mark

Mark Pascoe
Review Officer
Local Government Boundary Commission for England
14th Floor, Millbank Tower
London, SW1P 4QP

www.lgbce.org.uk
Tel: 0330 500 1278
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6/21/2016

Local Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Birm ingham Dis t ric t
P er sonal Detai l s:
N am e:

Jenette Graham

E-m ail:
P ostcode:
Organ isation N am e:

Comment tex t:
Do you use public transport in the B5 area or Balsall Health? I use public transport to travel all over the
Midlands including my local B5 area. Do you belong to any community groups i.e residents association or
other groups that represent your area or Balsall Health? I am a active member of the Edgbaston Residents
Group Where do you shop in Edgabston/ city centre or Balsall Health? I shop throughout the west midlands
including the above 3 areas is your GP/medical services and leisure facilities in the Edgbaston area or Balsall
Health? Both areas what interest in the B5 area that bind the community together or separate it from
Balsall Health? Community that is happy in their environment and proud of its reputation as a well
represented and sort after post code I am a home owner in the Edgbaston B5 area and proud of it. I did
not have a opportunity to vote in the October referendum and I would have certainly voted against the
merge of boundaries. Balsall Health's a bad reputation which has continued for the last forty years, merging
the boundaries together will only inherit that reputation in a large area. It would be more beneficial for all if
Balsall Health were to become part of the B5 area. this would enrich the reputation of Balsall Health area.
My Vote is Against The Merge Of Boundaries Regards Jenette Graham

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/8344
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6/21/2016

Local Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Birm ingham Dis t ric t
P er sonal Detai l s:
N am e:

Sebastian Gran

E-m ail:
P ostcode:
Organ isation N am e:

Comment tex t:
Although I don't currently live in Birmingham I do know the area well and have lived here in the past. I
also have family and friends that live in the north of Birmingham and are deeply concerned about the
proposed ward boundary changes not reflecting local communities as well as they could be. Our first concern
is regarding the area of Erdington. The Yenton area situated around the Yenton pub up to the Sutton
Coldfield border (Which is also the border of the Erdington parish), including the area by court lane to the
west should be included in the Erdington ward as per the Erdington parish boundaries because this area
shares community links with Erdington and has little community connection to the Pype Hayes area in
comparison. Indeed, instead of including the above Yenton area in Pype Hayes, the Birches Green estate
should be featured within Pype Hayes ward, as they have been part of the same ward for many years and
share the Norton shopping centre with Pype Hayes ward, which is used heavily from people in the Birches
Green / Pype Hayes community, as opposed to the residents of the Yenton area who are geographically
closer to the shopping complex in Erdington town centre. Tyburn ward should therefore lose the Birches
Green estate and be renamed Gravelly Hill to reflect the fact that the majority of people who live in the
Gravelly Hill area refer to themselves as residents of Gravelly Hill as opposed to residents of Tyburn. The
boundary of the Gravelly Hill ward should be moved to be along the railway line because it is sunk
significantly below street level which creates a natural barrier. Under the current proposals, the residents
east of the railway line in the proposed Stockland Green ward would feel separate and isolated from the
Stockland Green ward area and would feel more at home in a Gravelly Hill ward. As well as losing the area
to the east of the railway line to Gravelly Hill, Stockland Green ward should take in the Wyrley Birch area
which shares the Witton Boating Lakes Park with Stockland Green as part of the Upper Witton community,
the witton lakes being the natural centre of this community as well as the most prominent and defining
public amenity of the Stockland Green area. Perry Common ward should therefore remove Wyrley Birch to
be part of Stockland Green ward but include court farm where it is joined by Witton Lodge Road. Finally,
with regards to the new Kingstanding ward, it is of the opinion on many residents who I have spoken to in
the present day Oscott ward area that the Bandywood area currently being proposed to be added to
Kingstanding ward should be kept in Oscott and be swapped with the area south of Hawthorn Road between
King Road and Kingstanding Road which has the same postcode as Kingstanding and has always been
considered by the residents who live here to be part of Kingstanding. I hope that the concerns of the
residents of Erdington & Kingstanding are taken into account and that the boundaries at the final stage
more closely reflect the community needs and wishes as backed up by the evidence above. Yours sincerely
Seb Gran

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/8499
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From: Ros Grant
Sent: 07 June 2016 14:54
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Boundary changes, Harborne/Quinton ward

Dear Sir, or madam,
I strongly wish to protest about the boundary proposals for this area.
I live in Harborne and have been here since 1975. I most definitely wish to stay within the Harborne
boundary as it currently 'is'.
I live just by the Lordswood road. This is most definitely not Quinton..
Please could this view be taken into account when further consultation takes place.
Yours sincerely,
Ros Grant
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-----Original Message----From: Emma Gray
Sent: 19 June 2016 21:02
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Election Boundaries Commission objection B17 9AF
>
> I am emailing to strongly object to the Election Boundaries Commission proposals to move my property in
Birmingham from Harborne to the Quinton ward
> I purchased my property mid-2015 and specifically selected it because it was fully part of the Harborne community
area.
> My location B17 9AF is the more affordable part of the area. If the boundary plans are taken forward, the Election
Boundaries Commission will be creating a Harborne bubble around the High Street area. The re-organisation may
reduce the attractiveness of the Hampton Court Road area, which has a become a bourgeoning part of the
community that provides access for new home owners or those accessing their second property.
> If activated, this approach would not only impact on the price of my property. It would also mean that the area
loses its Harborne community connections and it would become part of a ward that I did not choose to live in,
which appears to have very different political ethos.
> I look forward to your response on this matter, and hope that the Election Boundaries Commission will consider
‘sense of place’ of residents as well as political considerations.
> Kind regards
>
> Emma Gray
>
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6/21/2016

Local Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Birm ingham Dis t ric t
P er sonal Detai l s:
N am e:

Angela Green

E-m ail:
P ostcode:
Organ isation N am e:

Comment tex t:
Please see the attached regarding the Moseley - Sparkhill boundary line.

U pl oaded Documents:
Dow n load

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/8322

1/1

My mum and Dad bought this house when my siblings and I were younger in 1985. We even have
our house deeds framed and hung on our wall, cited Wake Green, Moseley. They bought it because
they loved Moseley Village; the community, the local history and the architecture; something which
Moseley is and always has been loved for. They made that choice for those very reasons. Fast
forward 32 yrs and myself and my husband now live in the very same house with our family, you
could say our daughter is 3rd generation of
My husband and I married at St.
Mary's Church in 2001, our daughter was Christened there and She attended Moseley Church of
England Primary School, where we both took an active part in school governors events. As a Moseley
family, we identify with Moseley Village and our interests our located within this area, not within the
Sparkhill area. We shop in Moseley, spend our time in Moseley, walk to all the beautiful green
spaces and parks within Moseley and walk our dog every day in Moseley Bog and Joys Wood; an
area rich in history and world -wide recognition, only 80yds opposite my house. We are less than a 1
Mile from the centre of Moseley village, we walk up and down Wake a Green Road regularly to visit
and support the very many local shops and businesses and events that line our streets. My husband
is a Professional Jazz musician who solely identifies with Moseley due to the many Jazz and music
events he participates in and we so passionately support. We do all of this because we identify with
Moseley, chose to live in Moseley, our interests lie within Moseley we love this area for the same
reasons my parents did; the community, the rich history; Tolkiens childhood home, Sarehole Mill,
Moseley Bog, the list goes on. We do not identify with Sparkhill because we did not choose to buy
our house their and it isn't our local community.
We had no notification of this boundary change. When the proposal was put forward by the Moseley
Boundary Working Group, it included our property on the Moseley boundary so I challenge your
integrity on this matter.
As with many of our neighbours, we are responsible residents and are proud of our home. We
ourselves would be classed as lower to moderate income so are constantly striving to maintain and
invest in our home to the standard we believe should represent Moseley and its history and
architecture. We do not want to lose value on our property which will be the case should our
boundary be changed to Sparkhill. We did not chose to live there unlike people who did made the
choice to live there. My point being, they made the choice where they want to live and in which
community they wish to support and maintain interest with.
My husband and I have future plans as do most people and our life and financial decisions revolve
around our home and our community. We urge you to re-think and ensure our homes continue to
be maintained within our community, Moseley, the place we chose to live because we love it so
much.
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From: M GREENE
Sent: 22 June 2016 22:09
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: SECRET Boundry Review...NO public consultation ?????

WARD BOUNDRY Proposal concerning

Birmingham.

Sir's,
I understand that you are proposing to allocate my property to a ward centered around Cotterage / Stirchley;
removing it from the historic area, and ward of Northfield.
I appreciate that sitting in London you may know nothing about the area , having no interest in Birmingham
or its population ?
It seems you plan to push this crazy proposal through without even going through the motions of a window
dressing consultation with those affected.
St Laurence road is yards from the Bristol Road shopping high street OF NORTHFIELD !!!! People in this
area have no association what so ever with Cotterage, Its high street been 3.5 miles away.
St Laurence Road is named after the historic and fully intact St Laurence Church of NORTHFIELD , which
is 960 years old.
I repeat St Laurence Road is at the CENTRE of Northfield , it is not acceptable to remove this road from
this ward of Northfield.

Thank you
John Greene,
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From:
Sent: 14 June 2016 17:35
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Birmingham B17 Harborne Ward

The area bounded by the A4123 (Court Oak Road), the A4040 (Lordswood Road) and the A456 (Hagley
Road West) should definitely be included in the Harborne Ward.
It is almost entirely residential and people living there are inextricably linked to Harborne for schools,
medical services, retail shops, banks, library, churches, leisure centre, pubs and cafes. Links with Quinton
are very tenuous.
D.Greengrass
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greenwood structures and Make-It (Eco) sustainable - at the Old Print Works B12
9AH

Comment tex t:
Dear Sirs Can I please echo the statement made by Ian Edwards pasted below - i wholeheartedly agree and
ask that you extend the deadline to reslove these isssues and those i pointed out to ypur commission some
weeks ago followig them up again by phone as i had not heard back from you, but getting no response. you
could, for example have made some notes and sent a response back as they were constructive points i
made. My additional point (from ian greenwood) was agreed to at the public meeting by the Balsall Heath
reps. No doubt lgbc attended It was that there is a good relationship between the neighbourhoods and a lot
of common issues between them, so why not allow votes for several councillors in a bigger area - maybe
extending Moseley, Moseley Rd and Balsall Heath into a bigger area and more councillors working together.
Maybe extending the concept nationally for some electorates, thus getting better political engagement? I
also offered another suggetsion to Minister for Communities which has yet to be acted on. i would like to
see Balsall Heath joined with Moseley and to be able to vote for selecting all the councillors thus on offer,
please here is my phone number again
- please let me know at least that yoi have
extended the deadline for the reasons stated by Mr Edwards ian greenwood

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/8476
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-----Original Message----From: Ken Griffiths
Sent: 07 June 2016 19:38
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Moseley and Sparkhill - Proposed Wards
Dear Sir/Madam
I have recently reviewed the draft boundary proposals for the Sparkhill and Moseley wards. I am dissapointed to see
that Keel Drive (in which I live), Burke Avenue and half of Green Road are to be moved from Moseley to the
Sparkhill ward. I have discussed this issue with the residents affected by the change, all share my dissapointment as
the proposals are in effect breaking up a small community that often comes together for celebrations, such as the
Queens jubilee, etc.. As a result, I would ask you to reconsider your proposal and keep all 3 roads in the Moseley
ward.
Yours Sincerely
Ken Griffiths
--This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
https://www.avast.com/antivirus
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-----Original Message----From: Lisa Griffiths
Sent: 04 June 2016 07:57
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Boundaries
As a resident of Four Oaks Sutton Coldfield, I have to write to voice my concern at the decision to allow Sutton 10
councillor a instead of the appropriate 11. This leaves us totally unrepresented and means we will surely miss out on
many things one of which will be money. Why is Sutton and its residents always expected to accept being treated
differently ? we pay our contributions !!
Lisa griffiths
Sent from my iPhone
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From: Graham Grove
Sent: 04 June 2016 13:25
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Birmingham's Boundary Commission review

Dear Sir'
I am writing to set out my concerns with the initial result of the
Commission's review, and also set out certain suggestions as to what aa
further review should take into account.
Under the present proposals, councillors in Sutton Coldfield would
average over 600 more electors than in Birmingham. Indeed, the
proposals mean that the smallest Birmingham ward might have only
60% of the electors per councillor that we would have to accept in
Sutton. We also believe that our population justifies 11 councillors
based on the communities of Four Oaks, Mere Green, Town Centre,
Wylde Green, Roughley, Whitehouse Common, Reddicap, Walmley,
Minworth, Boldmere and Banners Gate, as with only 10 councillors
proposed in Sutton, we are left badly under represented compared to
other parts of Birmingham. This means that we can expect less funding
and resources from Birmingham City Council than other communities
throughout the City.
The situation is exacerbated by the housing developments that we can
expect to see in Sutton over the coming years, which have only been
partly accounted for by the Boundary Commission. In addition, there
will no doubt be further smaller developments not yet contemplated. If
the Boundary Commission were to add just 450 housing units to its
16

assumptions, then we would automatically qualify for an additional
ward.
As regards particular wards, my comments are Sutton Mere Green We propose only a small change for this ward with Little Sutton
moving into the Sutton Roughley Ward. This area, which runs off
Dower Road and encompasses roads such as Ley Hill Road and Trinity
Road, is only connected to Mere Green by one small road, Jordan Close
and therefore is a much better fit with the Sutton Roughley Ward. This
means that the busy Little Sutton Lane is no longer split between two
wards. It also ensures that the boundary runs to the busy roundabout at
Four Oaks Station, which forms an excellent natural boundary.
Sutton Four Oaks Here again we propose only a very small change which sees the busy
A5127 Lichfield Road used as the boundary between the Tamworth
Road (A453) junction and Four Oaks train station, with both acting as
natural boundaries. This also moves the community of Doe Bank
(around Norfolk Road and Rocklands Drive) into the Roughley Ward
where it belongs.
Sutton Roughley This ward needs major changes with the proposed ward being two
completely different communities. The proposals have a Roughley
Ward with the communities of Roughley, Harvest Fields and Moor Hall
and the wholly separate and barely connected areas of half of
Whitehouse Common and half of the Defence Estates. These two
completely separate and distinct areas of the ward as proposed are in
fact only connected by one road, Weeford Road, which runs between a
golf course and green belt land. Also these two areas are separated by
the busy A453. Clearly this proposal divides communities.
The proposed ward does not include Little Sutton with which it shares a
clear link.
17

We propose that the southern boundary should run along the Tamworth
Road (A453) which, as an arterial road, is an ideal boundary. The
boundary should use the Lichfield Road (A5127) as the boundary to the
west up to Four Oaks station which runs off a roundabout. On one side
of the Lichfield Road are a small run of houses and the relatively small
estate of Doe Bank. On the other is the private Four Oaks Estate (also
known as Four Oaks Park) and thus the Lichfield Road seems a suitable
place to run the boundary, finishing at the junction of the A5127 and the
A453.
By making these adjustments, we would create a new ward of
Whitehouse Common.
I hope that the above concerns can be taken into account to better reflect
the different Sutton communities and not subdivide some of them
unreasonably, and to provide a fairer balance of councillors over the
whole of Birmingham (including Sutton Coldfield).
Graham Grove
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Comment tex t:
Hi. Im writing to object to Balsall Heath (BH) being split in half along the Moseley Rd. Ive lived in BH for
nine years and have always enjoyed the strong sense of community whether regarding voluntary
involvement at the BH forum, St Pauls School to helping out at the annual BH festival that at times has
been in Calthorpe Park alongside Bristol Road or in BH park at the end of Ladypool Rd. The diverse location
of activities that have all carried BH as a community forward have all been achieved because of a strong
sense of integration which also includes the Jericho Foundation, BH is our Planet and St Marys Church on
Edward Road. Lastly there is the Mosque complex. Together all these civic institutions including the library
have facilitated the creation of the BH neighbourhood plan which was one of the pioneering plans in the
country. However it seems now the boundary commission wishes to forcibly fragment BH but also
disassociate the strong civic culture and identity that has developed in BH from its formal political identity.
Surely in these difficult times of public service cutbacks and high immigration, a sense of continuity is very
important to not only retain a strong sense of belonging and the civic culture that has improved the lives of
BH citizens enormously but also to provide newcomers with a strong sense of community and responsibity
since after all BH is our home. Therefore if you maintain the integrity of BH by not parcelling it out to
neighbourjng wards that would be fantastic.

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/8340
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